The Crossing at Ghost River and Saddle Peak
Horseback Adventure
Explore the stunning Alberta foothills and admire the peaceful landscape. Breathe in the fresh
air of the softly rolling hills while riding along the eastern slopes of the Canadian Rockies.
Relax, Rejuvenate and Connect
Tucked away on 145 rolling acres, set along the banks of the picturesque Ghost River, just an
hour west of Calgary, The Crossing at Ghost River, offers an exceptional stay in the beautiful
Alberta foothills. With its delightful, charming appeal, each room is unique, with antique furniture
that underscores a homey and welcoming atmosphere. Experience relaxed, professional, and
unassuming hospitality in a natural and peaceful location and let us take care of you.
The history of The Crossing at Ghost River first began with the region’s Aboriginal people who
used a low point in the river as a “crossing”. The land, as a whole, has always provided
opportunities to connect its visitors with its countless treasures and natural beauty and
continues to be recognized for its intangible qualities, rich history and natural beauty.
When it is time to sit down for your meal, enjoy our chef inspired meals, beautifully prepared
with fresh ingredients showcasing flavorful dishes expertly prepared. You will truly enjoy our
Chef’s choice meals and with advanced notice we are pleased to offer vegetarian, wheat,
gluten, and dairy-free options.
Ride with Confidence
A brief and picturesque 20 minute drive from The Crossing delivers you to Saddle Peak Trail
Rides, where you will meet your horse. As you start to ride out into unspoiled nature and get to
know your trail buddy, you start to connect with your horse and the rhythm of the trail. Take it all
in, the smell of the forest, the pristine river, the views of the valley, all in an awe-inspiring
environment.
At the end of the ride while returning to the stable look back at your day, cherish the time spend
in the saddle disconnected from distractions and filled with memories of the quiet and beautiful
sound of nature.
Discover the difference and experience the Alberta foothills with an outstanding company. With
over 40 years of experience and access to more than 8,000 acres of trail riding terrain, Saddle
Peak offers a truly wonderful adventure.

Additional notes
Saddle Peak and The Crossing at Ghost River will adhere to all Alberta Health Services COVID19 guidelines.
Booking info
For reservation enquiries and to book your trip, please contact Saddle Peak at 403-922-7430 or
email saddlepeaktrailrides@gmail.com
Note: A 25% deposit is charged at the time that your booking is confirmed, the remaining 75%
deposit is charged 7 days before your arrival. Both deposits are non-refundable.
Package Details:
The packages include dinner, overnight accommodation ( our rooms are configured with one queen
bed and are suitable for singles and couples), breakfast, packed lunch and horseback riding
adventure led by an experienced local guide.
1-night package – Pringle Mountain Ride
•
•

Single occupancy $540 plus taxes and guide gratuity
Double occupancy $450 per person plus taxes and guide gratuity

2-night package – The Ghost River Ride
•
•

Single occupancy $1,010 plus taxes and guide gratuity
Double occupancy $840 per person plus taxes and guide gratuity

